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Abstract

The article shows that many psychological effects of the marketing communication, sometimes called “non-conscious effects”, really produce implicit attitude changes. We show that the theoretical and methodological framework of implicit attitude is well adapted to study these effects and to open new perspectives to study the persuasion in a marketing communication context. On the basis of research conducted within advertising contexts, product placement and TV sponsorship, four types of non-conscious influences are examined: a) non-conscious perception of brands, b) low-attention and forgotten exposures, c) attitude conditioning, d) brand insertion into emotional contexts. While discussing the contributions and limitations of major research methodologies, we highlight new perspectives likely to further the progress of research. We open up new perspectives first to increase the ecological and theoretical validity of methodologies; secondly, to improve the validity of effects measure. At a practical level, we posit that the measures of effects currently used by advertising agencies and advertisers underestimate the effects of marketing communication campaigns. A third research perspective endeavors to better understand the links between implicit and explicit attitudes on the one hand, and behavior on the other hand. The article gives some basis to the field called by some people “neuromarketing”.

Introduction

In the field of research into the influence of advertising and marketing communication, the past decade has been defined by a significant increase in the number of publications dealing with non-conscious psychological processing. There are at least two explanations for it. First, growing number of communication media (Internet sites, TV channels) and of poorly argued or non-argued commercials (web banners, TV sponsorship, and product placement in movies…) makes low-attention quickly-forgotten exposures more frequent. Furthermore, it is often thought that the reception of brand advertising and spots often occurs in an entertainment context [1], rather than one where individuals are engaged in an active search for information relating to purchasing. Brand displays and related commercials, seldom expected or sought out, are therefore seen and processed in a context where the level of attention is low or nil. The practical dimension of research on influences occurring under these circumstances is therefore rather important.

Secondly, the significant progress of research in social and cognitive psychology dealing with implicit measures, on the one hand [2] and with implicit memory and implicit cognition [3] on the other hand, prove that an important part of the psychological activity involved in thinking, judgments, feelings and behaviors is unconscious [4]. Advertising and marketing researchers have applied these new concepts and methodologies in order to better understand the non-conscious influence processes of marketing communication and the memory, attitudinal and behavioral effects [5, 6]. However, these latest research works include a significant amount of different terminology, with definitions that sometimes change from one research to the next, thus creating a certain amount of conceptual confusion. Reference is made to “incidental exposure”, “subliminal perception”, “automatic processing”, “nonconscious influence” etc. This lack of clarity is also contributed to by an equal use of highly different methodologies.

The first objective of the article is to show that the theoretical framework of the implicit attitude makes it possible to clarify this field of research. Secondly, because the theoretical and methodological framework of the implicit attitude is well adapted to study these types of effects, we show that research on the implicit attitudes opens new perspectives to study the persuasion in a marketing communication context. In the first part of the article, we analyze four types of research within the implicit attitude theoretical context: a) non-conscious perception of brands, b) low-attention and forgotten exposures, c) evaluative conditioning, d) brand insertion into emotional contexts. We show that these four types of effects produce changes of implicit attitude. In the second part of the article, we draw up a critical survey of current methodologies and open up new perspectives aimed at improving the theoretical and ecological validity of methodologies. This part deals with new research perspectives able to provide a better insight of non-conscious influences of marketing communication.
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After a critical assessment of methodologies currently used in this field of research, we propose new perspectives aimed at enhancing the theoretical, ecological and predictive validity of methodologies and dependent variable measures. An enhanced methodological validity is of a two-fold major interest. First, a scientific interest as far as theoretical advances in the non-conscious influences closely depends on the development of new valid methods. Secondly, at a practical level, because the measures of effects currently used by advertising agencies in copy-testing, post-test or tracking underestimate the effects of marketing communication campaigns.

Greenwald and Banaji [7] defined implicit attitude as “introspectively unidentified (or inaccurately identified) traces of past experience that mediate favorable or unfavorable feeling, thought or action toward social objects.” Within a marketing communication context, we are interested in the antecedents on the one hand, and in the formation and change processes on the other hand, and finally, in the consequences of the implicit attitude towards a brand. Thus, the article focuses more extensively on non-conscious processes operating in the persuasion process. According to Dijksterhuis et al. [8] and Cheesman and Merikle [9], we start from an initial definition of the “non-conscious”, which will be examined and refined over the article. Psychological activities (stimuli processing, processes…) are non-conscious when an individual is unable to intentionally produce a symbolic answer (e.g. a verbal reply) relating to these activities. An important part of the processes which underlie the implicit attitude change are automatic and therefore non conscious [10]. We limit the scope of this article to the three main types of marketing communication whose non-conscious influences have been specifically examined: advertising in the media and on the Internet, product placement in movies and sponsorship in the media.

Four Types of Non-Conscious Influence Which Produce Implicit Attitudes Change

Whilst always tackling processing antecedents, processing themselves and their consequences, we examine four different types of models of non-conscious influences. These four types of processing produce implicit attitudes. They are classified in the following way: first the simplest processing, then the more complex processing. We will focus at first on unsophisticated psychological processing, i.e. those which take into consideration a minimum set of information, and then move on to more elaborate processes where the working memory takes into account more information. The first type refers to influences following non-conscious perception of a brand. The second type refers to influences due to the low-attention and instantly-forgotten exposures to a brand, where a single stimulus is quickly processed. Communication managers often stimulate affects in order to influence (in advertising, product placement and TV sponsorship where positive feelings are induced by the context of insertion). In this case, the individual consciously perceives a brand, and possibly also the associated message. However, he is neither aware of how the affective processes operate and influence his processing, nor that affectively charged stimuli get associated with a given brand in his memory. Influences caused by attitude conditioning, where psychological processing take into consideration two stimuli will be the third type of examined influence. Influences relating to emotional contexts and the effects of contrast- assimilation are a forth type of influence, where processing are much more sophisticated.

Non-conscious perceptions have effects on implicit attitudes

In everyday life, there are numerous examples where brands appear into the visual or auditory field of individuals, while they do not pay the slightest attention to any brand signs (a logotype or a name). Perception, memorization and influence, if any, are not conscious. This is the first type of non-conscious marketing communications influence. This happens mainly when an individual focuses on a certain area of a media support, while a brand is displayed next to his focus of attention: on an Internet image just below an advertising banner or on a football player during a TV football match, while a sponsorship banner is displayed in the background.

Several experiments of brands perceived outside the visual focus identified processes able to activate cognitive representations of an already memory-recorded brand, and also to pre-activate a network of brand-associated representations in memory [11]. Automatic processes are non-conscious activities that do not use attention and are inaccessible to subjective experience. They are involuntary (the will does not play any role in triggering them), quick and irrepresible processes (it is impossible to intentionally change their flow) [12]. In a non-conscious perception, such automatic activities would result in a better appreciation of the advertised brand [13-15]. Experiments conducted by Shapiro and co-workers [16,17] prove that the advertised brand is then promoted to a better position in the consideration set. Identical influences have also been identified in the non-conscious perception of radio broadcast commercials. Perfect and Edwards [18] showed that, after the automatic processing of auditory stimuli generated by radio advertising, the individuals’ appreciation of advertisements was higher. It is worth noting that the effects of non-conscious perception were identified after experiments that used, on the one hand actual brands for which the individuals already had memory representations and, on the other hand new brands designed for the express purpose of research. In the latter case, exposure leads to the emergence of memory representations. Non-conscious perceptions produce implicit attitudes.

Certain experiments highlight the limitations of non-conscious perception effects. Vanhuele et al. [19] flashed an advertising banner fifteen times, associating a new brand to the picture of a product in the peripheral visual field, without the subjects being aware of the fact. They did not manage to memorize this association.

Influences of low-level attention exposures: mere exposure and forgotten mere exposure produce implicit attitudes

In certain types of exposure, the individual does not make any explicit judgment in the reception stage. First, this is the case of a quick sensory contact, focused on the brand, which only communicates by showing its logotype. The second case is that of a receiver allocating so little attention to a commercial that he only perceives the logotype or the brand name very quickly, but not the advertising narrative. What is the influence of a single quick exposure to a logotype? While in social psychology there are countless researches showing that mere, short and repeated exposures to various types of signs suffice to have its representations stored in memory and appreciated [20,21], in marketing communication there is less research done. This is the second type of non-conscious marketing communications influence.

Studying the effects of a mere aural exposure to a brand, Holden and Vanhuele [22] showed that one day only after hearing, once, the name of a fictitious brand, when the contact is already forgotten, the subject is under the impression that the brand is a well-established one (like a "false fame effect"). Effects of mere visual exposure equally occur.
on the Internet where quick exposures to advertising leave memory traces on subjects who have already forgotten having seen the messages [23]. Very few studies focused on the persistence of such effects in memory. Positive attitude effects are still identifiable seven days after exposure: a) when subjects recall the exposure but do not remember exactly the brands they had been exposed to a week before [24]; b) when subjects recall neither the brands nor the exposure as such [25]. In an experiment conducted by Courbet et al. [5], subjects were exposed to either a textual or an iconic advertisement for a fictitious brand on the Internet. Pop-ups flash four times each, every time for three-seconds. The experiment studied the effects seven days and three months after exposure. The results show the overall positive effects of the pop-ups, the superiority of the image over words for effects on implicit attitude toward the brand and the purchase intentions. But the words produce more semantic effects than the image.

If such effects of mere exposure concern brands displayed in the forefront of commercials, they have also been identified in the case of brands advertised in the background of commercials. In a first stage, Nordhielm [26] repeatedly exposed subjects to an abstract image. In a second stage, this image was the background of a commercial displaying an unfamiliar product in the forefront. In this case, the effect of mere exposure to the background comes into play: without actually knowing why, subjects have a better attitude towards the unfamiliar product and a stronger wish to buy it.

To explain influences induced by the non-conscious perception of a brand on the one hand, and a mere exposure or a mere forgotten exposure on the other hand, researchers resort to cognitive psychology and cognitive social psychology models. Let us have the example of a new brand, unknown to the subject and that he sees for the first time in an advertisement that he treats quickly and superficially. The model explains that when the receiver has one or more quick sensorial contacts with a brand, representations of the logotype general structure, i.e. a rough sketch (or the approximate sound of the brand name) form automatically in memory, without his being aware of it. When, a couple of days later, the receiver comes again into contact with the brand, for example in the point of sale, he is neither able to recall the exposure context nor say he has already seen the brand in advertisements. Nonetheless, the infra-conscious perceptual system “recognizes” it and treats it much quicker. This would be an effect of perceptual fluency [27]. The structural representation stored in memory is then automatically activated in a matter of milliseconds, without the subject being aware of it. Once the brand representation activated, since processing in the first exposure stage have been very quick and superficial, the individual's memory cannot let him know where he has seen it before. The effect of strong perceptual fluency does not depend on the level of attention allocated upon exposure [28]: it is noticeable in divided- or full-attention receptions. The effect would even be amplified in the absence of focused attention [29]. It is present whatever the nature of the processing, either superficial or in-depth [30], in the presence or absence of emotions [31]. In studies using a brand known to the consumer, this brand is already represented in memory. If, during exposure to an advert, the brand appears in the peripheral visual field, it will pre-activate the structural representation of the brand and lower its activating threshold. With every new exposure, the perceptual fluency increases: the representations and the attitude become more accessible in memory.

According to Mandler’s model [27], upon judgment or selection, perceptual fluency is spontaneously and automatically misattributed (falsely attributed), to cognitive and affective characteristics (attributes) of a brand [28]. A misattribution of perceptual fluency makes the consumer think for example that the brand is a high quality one. Since, as a general rule, individuals prefer familiar stimuli, Lee [32] explains that an unknown stimulus automatically generates a level of uncertainty in one's judgment: thus a new brand might cause some sort of "psychological discomfort" and be rather evaluated as negative. By increasing perceptual fluency, the brand repetition decreases the uncertainty, causes a positive feeling due to habit connotations and a certain familiarity, and would thus automatically raise the score of the brand affective evaluation.

Certain experimental results show that non-conscious or forgotten perception of a message associating a brand with a product may, under certain circumstances, associate in memory the brand with the product or make the brand join the consideration set [33,34]. Recently, researchers have explained these effects via the cognitive model of conceptual fluency [6]. Commercials linking a familiar brand (stimulus 1) to its product sector (stimulus 2) increase the accessibility of semantic networks associating the two stimuli in memory. Then, following a sensorial contact with one of the two stimuli activating its representation in memory, the other -automatically pre-activated-stimulus will be recovered more easily. Conceptual fluency translates the ease with which a brand comes to a consumer's mind when he is processing concepts or meanings he has associated with that brand in his memory. The more frequently a brand-with-product-sector association is seen in commercials, the better activated the conceptual association network is in the memory, the lower the activation threshold and the higher the brand accessibility in the memory semantic network associating the brand with its product sector [34].

Attitude accessibility, which indicates the attitude "strength" measured by the response time [35], is thus a type of past experience traces which are not identified via introspection and determines the implicit attitude [7]. In a marketing communication context, increasing attitudinal accessibility provides the brand with several benefits. According to Roskos-Ewoldsen and Fazio [36], the attitude towards a highly accessible brand would strongly direct the attention to the brand at the outlet on the one hand, and to all messages of the brand, on the other hand. By quickly labelling the stimuli in the message, a higher accessibility would also contribute to making the message processing easier [37].

Receivers of a message, who have a highly accessible positive attitude towards a source, are much easier to persuade by a message signed by the same source [38]. Favorable and highly accessible attitudes equally influence the interpretation of ambiguous data (e.g. an individual having trouble in assessing the qualities of a recently purchased brand) by biasing data processing in favor of the attitudinal object [39]. Finally, Berger and Mitchell [40] show that repeated advertising makes the attitude toward an object more accessible and consequently more predictive of further behaviors. Later on, we will examine the connections with behavior by showing that, under certain circumstances, attitudinal accessibility and implicit attitude allow prognoses and are major determining factors of some quick-buy or low-involvement product purchasing [41].

**Attitude conditioning produces effects on implicit attitudes**

Attitude conditioning is performed within an experiment protocol aimed at forming or changing attitudes by repeatedly associating two stimuli[42]: properties of an affectively or semantically charged stimulus (unconditional stimulus US, e.g. a pleasant piece of music) are
transferred to an affectively or semantically neutral stimulus (a conditional stimulus CS, i.e. a brand). This is the third type of non-conscious marketing communications influence. Research focused more on the transfer of affective evaluations (evaluative conditioning) than on semantic transfer (or attribute transfer, non-evaluative conditioning). In advertising, the effects of attitude conditioning have been proven in different contexts. A product associated with a pleasant piece of music is evaluated higher than one associated with disagreeable music [43]. The effects of evaluative conditioning are stronger in forming attitudes (the case of new brands) than in changing already established ones (the case of familiar brands) [44]. In this latter case, some research studies did not manage to change attitudes [45], while others registered some small-scale changes [46]. If Stuart et al. [47] showed that a single association suffices to trigger conditioning; Pechman and Stewart [48] think that conditioning requires fewer repetitions of affective advertisements than rational ones. The most effective commercials would be those implementing a forward association conditioning (versus retrograde), i.e. those citing the brand first (CS), before recalling the associated positive attributes (US) [47]. Excepted Grossman and Till [49] who show that effects last for three weeks, new research should be undertaken into the high priority issue (in advertising) of making effects last. Since research procedures are significantly different and results are often contradictory, debates focus on the role of awareness. If consensus has been reached on the fact that conditioning may occur while individuals are neither aware of the experiment objective (demand awareness), nor of memorization and influence method, three explanations have been advanced with respect to contingency awareness of the two stimuli in commercials. The models distinguish between attitude formation and change.

First, in the affective mediation model, the formation of attitude by attitude conditioning is underlain by affective processes only, which operate unwarily and non-cognitively. Evaluative conditioning takes place via direct and automatic affective transfer upon exposure that does not depend on the awareness of contingency between US and CS [50, 51]. By checking the absence of awareness of the two stimuli contingency, Dempsey and Mitchell [52] show that implicit attitude with regard to a fictitious brand of pens, previously associated with positive images, is better than in the case of a pen associated with negative images. Further on, the conditioning of implicit attitudes seems to resist commercials that run contrary to the attitude concerned, provided such commercials are not processed in a highly sophisticated way. Walther [53] mentions the possibility of a non-conscious effect of attitude diffusion. This is a phenomenon where US affects the evaluation of CS (the brand), and also of other stimuli associated with a brand. For instance, within a brand extension strategy, a positive attitude towards a brand would diffuse into all the products marketed by that brand. The theoretical framework of implicit social cognition explains such affective transfers by an automatic formation of associations between representations in memory and by an automatic activation of associations [54,55]. A theoretical model is proposed where conditioned attitudes may determine behavior, if the latter is spontaneous and not based on a sophisticated attitude (MODE model, see below).

Secondly, in the cognitive mediation model, attitude conditioning cannot occur without awareness of the two stimuli association and without a minimal cognitive activity of the subjects [56]. If most researchers estimate that contingency awareness is a must in changing existing attitudes, others show that it is equally needed in order to a new attitude towards brands [57]. Meersmans et al. [58] explained that the cognitive mediation model was the best qualified to explain the transfer of attributes (or semantics) mainly emphasized in advertising by Kim et al. [59]. They associated the picture of a box of a fictitious pizza brand (conditional stimulus) with the picture of a racing car (nonconditional stimuli). Having been exposed to this association ten times, the subjects were then asked how long it would take this brand to make a pizza. The exposed subjects gave a shorter cooking time than the subjects in the control group. However, methodological procedures in this experiment do not allow eliminating the hypothesis whereby the transfer of the “speed” attribute of the racing car to the pizza brand occurred via a conscious cognitive process.

Thirdly, the double affective-cognitive mediation model postulates that conscious cognitive mediation and non-conscious affective mediation operate in parallel [60]. Formation of beliefs about a brand and the direct affective transfer of emotions to the brand would both occur in the case of attitude conditioning [59]. If more research is needed to better distinguish between these three models, attitude conditioning produces effects on implicit attitudes, in accord with Greenwald and Banaji [7].

Emotional contexts have effects on implicit attitudes

Whenever a consciously perceived brand is processed while the individual experiences positive emotions, non-conscious processes operate in parallel with conscious ones in the working memory. This is the fourth type of non-conscious marketing communications influence. Individuals ignore, on the one hand, how contexts and emotions act on their conscious processing, and on the other hand, the fact that contexts and emotions make them memorize specific brand representations. Researches on emotional context effects do not systematically measure the non-conscious nature of processes. Still, they are genuinely non-conscious processes and effects insasmuch as receivers are not able to verbalize them. If receivers are aware of the assimilation effect, for instance, as we will see later on, a contrast effect occurs.

Research dealing with the processing of advertising placed in emotion-generating contexts or programs distinguishes between valence effects and arousal effects. A positive emotional valence has a favorable impact on the attitude towards a brand: we are dealing with the assimilation effect [61]. Advertising in a funny or happy editorial or program context is better recalled and globally conducive to a more favorable attitude towards a message and a brand than one placed in a sad context [62,63]. Effects of positive valence have been identified as well under natural advertising circumstances, i.e. in media press [64] and television [65], as under TV experimental conditions [66]. In the particular case where a program causes temporary negative feelings (e.g. fear in a horror movie), Murry and Dacin [67] showed that the global appreciation of the program has a positive impact on the attitude towards the advertisements inserted therein.

Research into the emotional arousal impact on the processing of advertising has been conducted from two different theoretical perspectives. The first one explains that arousal interacts with valence. Arousal moderates the effect of valence, with higher levels of arousal heightening mood valence effects [66]. The second perspective maintains that arousal acts independently of valence. However, results are contradictory. Some research shows that when amusing the subjects, the arousal reduces the effects
because it prevents them from paying attention to subsequent advertising [68-71]. Other research reveals the favorable attitudinal effects of arousal [65]. Future research is therefore required to provide a better insight into the non-conscious effects of arousal by focusing on the role of moderating variables such as the degree of involvement in the program or the congruency between the program and the commercial content [72].

While studying the impact of TV broadcast sponsorship, Courbet [73] removed all possible memories of the exposure stage when applying the questionnaire in order to record the effects of emotional contexts on the subjects’ judgments of sponsors. The program context surrounding the appearance of a new brand impacts on the attitude towards the brand for a week after exposure, while subjects have completely forgotten having seen the brand. In line with the assimilation model, results revealed that a brand is better appreciated when sponsoring a happy program than a sad one.

In connection with product placement in movies, Russell [74] proposes a theoretical model focused on congruency: a brand will be appreciated more if placed in a happy program, and this holds true even if later on, the individual cannot remember the exposure context. By integrating variables specific to product placement, some research used implicit measures to lower the probability of the receiver's ability to remember and be aware of the exposure and insertion context. Exposure to a movie where a brand not explicitly memorized (i.e. unrecognized in a post-experiment questionnaire) is placed strengthens the choice intention for that brand [75] and improves the attitude towards the brand [76]. Russell's [77] shows that memory improves when modality and plot connection are incongruent but persuasion is enhanced by congruency. While congruous placements appear natural, incongruent placements adversely affect brand attitudes because they seem out of place and are discounted. Subjects did not consciously recognize the lower plot visual stimuli even though their attitudes where positively affected. For Yang et al. [78], a product placement leads to forming an implicit connection with the task) which consume resources and reduce the available capabilities [79]. In general, the higher the positive arousal, the more limited the capabilities of the working memory [80]. Secondly, positive moods lower the motivation to allocate resources and consequently to strongly process [81]. Better scores of explicit memorization of advertising are obtained with a moderate positive arousal [82]. Indeed, whenever a program causes a high level of positive arousal, there is less attention given to advertising, memorization and purchase intention [69, 83].

Thirdly, positive moods directly and automatically influence the nature of processing and the type of strategies applied. Positive moods activate automatic and faster processes, which the subject can not control and are independent of motivations [84]. Indeed, a positive affect acts like an indicator signaling to the body that all is well in the immediate vicinity [85]. Consequently, the individual may become more ‘open’ and willing to process environment data of less importance and consequence to him, such as commercials [66, 86]. This model explains the results that Shapiro et al. [71] obtained, i.e. the arousal and valence dimensions of mood differentially affect ad processing, with arousal affecting the level of processing and valence influencing the nature of processing. The processing level was shallower when the arousal level was high rather than moderate. Positive valence was associated with the greater use of schematic processing, whereas negative valence was associated with the greater use of data-driven processing.

In a different model, Schwarz and Clore [87] (the affect-as-information model, 1988) explain that in this context, the individual would not elaborate on the message but would simply ask himself “How do I feel about it?” By this heuristic, he could unwarily and ‘falsely’ allocate the positive mood stirred up by the insertion context to the brand message, which he would then judge as positive.

In the fourth place, positive moods interfere with the way messages are treated upon reception. Forgas and Bower [88] propose a model whereby a major part of the information on social objects stored in the semantic memory is associated with affective valences. Thus, positive emotions automatically activate, in the long-term memory, the material of positive affective valence. Forgas [89] explains that in carrying out a social judgment, the experienced feelings are subject to emotional infusion (affect infusion model, AIM). This is a process whereby affective information influences cognitive processes while getting incorporated into them, thus affecting learning, memory, attention and the associative processes, and leading to congruency effects [89]. The receiver who experiences positive emotions allocates closer attention to congruent information, i.e. to funny advertisements or to positively charged elements in an advertisement. In addition, positive emotions determine a biased processing. Without being aware of it, receivers feeling positive emotions look “on the bright side of things” [90] and they will be most likely to judge both the message and the brand more favorably than consumers in a bad or neutral mood will.

The fifth remark refers to Isen's [90] and Forgas and Bower's [88] models which explain that upon a recall, for instance at the outlet, the recovery of brand representations, whose advertising had been processed in a positive mood, will be automatically facilitated if the individual is again in a good mood (dependency effect) [86].

The assimilation effect is inhibited when the receiver realizes that it is the emotionally positive context that makes him appreciate the brand more. Indeed, an attitude-corrective stage towards the brand may intervene if the consumer believes having been influenced unwarily [91]. Two closely related models explain that, under certain circumstances, individuals resort to an excessive correction of their judgment, which may then come to contradict the initial one, the assimilation-contrast model [61] and the set-reset model [92]. The latter authors designed brand advertisements using voice off of appreciated and unappreciated celebrities. They wanted to find out how individuals evaluated the brand when they recognized or did not recognize the celebrity. In the absence of recognition, an implicit assimilation effect is identified (“the set effect”). Those who recognized or did not recognize the celebrity. In the absence of recognition, an implicit assimilation effect is identified (“the set effect”). Those who recognized the celebrity set up a contrast effect. When subjects
identified a celebrity they do not appreciate, the exposure to advertising improved their attitude towards the brand, since an over-correction of the celebrity's influence ("the reset effect") occurred.

Discussion and New Research Perspectives

As shown above, the determinants and various processes, unidentifiable through introspection, but causing the storage of memory traces relating to a brand after exposure to marketing communication are many: formation of structural representations of a brand in memory, formation of networks associating a brand representation with affects or semantic concepts, increase of perceptual and conceptual fluencies, lowering the network activation threshold in relation with the brand. In agreement with the implicit attitude as defined by Greenwald and Banaji [7], these traces affectively polarize and mediate thoughts, feelings and judgments about brands. While discussing the contributions and limitations of major methodologies and measures of dependent variables, we highlight new perspectives of research likely to further the progress of research. We open up new perspectives first to increase the ecological and theoretical validity of methodologies; secondly, to improve the theoretical validity of dependent variable measure. A third research perspective, of a more theoretical nature, endeavors to better understand the links between implicit and explicit attitudes (and measures) on the one hand, and behavior on the other hand.

Enhancing the ecological and theoretical validity of methodologies

The diversity of non-conscious influences in marketing communication does not allow reference to a single definition or theory of awareness and unawareness. We should distinguish more clearly between the types of non-conscious processes on the one hand, and base each research methodology tackling such processes on specific theories, on the other hand. We propose new perspectives of research in order to increase the ecological and theoretical validity of methodologies focusing on non-conscious perception, non-conscious message processing and non-conscious memorization. Whatever the processes under consideration, one of the first validity requirements is to ensure the unawareness of the experiment objectives and demands. We will review different tests that vary according with the type of research.

Methodologies tackling non-conscious perception

The threshold model devised by Cheesman and Merkile [9] is relevant to research on the non-conscious perception of a brand and its message as far as it proposes a definition of awareness and unawareness. This model distinguishes between two types of thresholds: objective and subjective. A stimulus exceeds the objective threshold when it stimulates the sensorial system and causes a psycho-physiological response of the body; The subjective threshold is exceeded when an individual, focusing his attention, is able to verbally report the presence of a stimulus. In this situation, awareness is defined as the capacity of a given subject to intentionally produce a symbolic response, i.e. verbal response discriminating information. If the objective threshold is not reached, no perception occurs. Subliminal perception exceeds the objective threshold, but not the subjective one: no conscious detection is possible, even if the individual's attention is focused [8]. When the subjective threshold is reached, there is conscious perception. Two things should be noted here. First, there is no absolute threshold but individual ones, varying according with individuals, their motivation at a given time, as well as with the reception circumstances. Secondly, there are only two possibilities: either the subject is aware or he is unaware of his perception.

The application of the threshold model makes us realize how numerous situations involving non-conscious or subliminal perception are in marketing communication. We will discuss three cases. In the first one, commercial-originated sensorial information is by far too limited for an individual, even if closely focused, to identify a brand. This happens when the sound of a message is too low or when a banner is too far away to see. Experimental research studied the effects of exposures flashing stimuli (for 5 to 40 milliseconds, according to research) in the central visual field [93]. The results highlighted attitudinal and behavioral effects of stimuli, situated between the objective and the subjective thresholds, provided the stimuli humored a pre-existing motivation of the individual. While these results are interesting for fundamental research, their ecological validity in a marketing communication context should be further refined to bring experimental exposures closer to the conditions of everyday-life exposure. The second case deals with stimuli emerging in the peripheral visual field. The peripheral field is situated at a 2-degree angle off the visual fixation point, and it includes the parafoveal field located between 2 and 6 degrees off the visual fixation point. We will explain later on that some studies identified effects after exposures to the brand in the peripheral field. In the third case, the brand is advertised in the auditory field (radio broadcasting) or in the central visual field, but the receiver pays no attention to it. This happens when a viewer faces the TV set while thinking of something else and not watching the commercials on the screen, or when an individual talk with somebody else while a commercial is being broadcast by a radio station. In order to become conscious, a brand perception does not require, as it did in the previous instance, the subject's psychomotor effort (direct his sight), but only depends on his allocation of attention. In psychology, research on the dichotic listening task which requires subjects to monitor information presented to one ear while ignoring information presented simultaneously to the other ear, showed that automatic processing come into play in the absence of attention [94]. Although a frequent situation, its effects remain insufficiently explored in a marketing communication context.

From a methodological perspective, the validity of research on these three cases is closely dependent of the validity of the non-conscious perception control. The literature mentions various procedures meant to create a non-conscious perception framework, from simple procedures to rather sophisticated devices. A simple procedure consists in instructing the subjects to read and then discuss press articles in the proximity of which there are commercials whose impact is to be examined, but which the subjects are not supposed to read. According to Krishnan and Chakravarti [95], such instructions would suffice to set up a framework where the exposure to the commercials is incidental. Shapiro et al. [16] devised a more sophisticated procedure, i.e. they set up a subliminal perception context where the commercials appear in the peripheral vision: the Attentional Resources Tracking (ART) method. A text scrolls at a certain pace in the central section of a computer screen. The subject is asked to read it carefully and understand it, while following the words with the cursor. While he concentrates on the text, advertisements appear in the peripheral vision field, to the right or left side of the text. However, the subject should not consciously perceive them. If he watches them, the time allocated to reading the text and which is measured by the computer
will increase slightly. This method shows that commercials not watched in the central visual field are still processed and have an influence on the attitude towards a brand. Even if these two methods are flexible and propose exposure circumstances closer to everyday life, they set up a not-so-strict measure of the non-conscious nature of perception. Undoubtedly, the ART method detects the subjects whose eyes leave the text to spend some time on the commercial, it might however find it more difficult to detect those subjects who do a sequence of eye-movements in order to see the brand on the commercial.

A methodological framework aimed at a rigorous study of non-conscious perception should allow to first dissociate between conscious and non-conscious processing to then target only the non-conscious ones [96]. It might be advisable to adopt a four-step procedure. The first step should aim to specify, with accuracy and in a clear theoretical context, the conscious versus the non-conscious processing, in order to identify a theoretically-valid measure of what is conscious (e.g. it is conscious what may be verbalized). In a second step, this measure should be clearly proven to show that the considered stimulus is below the subjective threshold and therefore not consciously perceived. In a third step, with the previously described framework in place, it should be shown, by resorting to a second measure (e.g. the dependent variables measure), that effects are noticed and that they occur beyond any awareness. Finally, the fourth step should conduct a thorough investigation of the roles and effects of non-conscious processing, in relation to relevant variables and according to an experimental design, with or without a control group.

As individuals have different perception thresholds, it is recommendable to make sure, by verbal questioning, that the subject is unable to identify the stimulus that must be below the subjective threshold. To study non-conscious perception in the peripheral visual (Table 1) field, a double check is often mandatory, even if rarely done in research. Recording eye movements by camera (eye-tracking) will check the angle of the stimulus to the visual fixation point [19]. Moreover, as sometimes we can identify a stimulus in the peripheral field, a verbal test performed, whenever possible, upon the very appearance of the stimulus [97], or failing that, as soon as possible after exposure; will make sure that conscious perception is absent. According to Holender [97], it is appropriate, depending on the experiment objectives, to remove from the experiment the subjects able to either report the presence of a stimulus, or to specify one of its genuine features.

**Methodologies tackling unconscious processing and memorization**

An individual may be aware of perceiving a brand, possibly also the commercial, in full or in part; however, he cannot be aware of the automatic processes and memorization that sometimes operate in parallel with certain conscious processing of the message. The cognitive psychology literature dealing with this type of reception discusses two concepts of the unconscious, on the basis of which we can develop two types of methodologies in a marketing communication context: a strict method and a flexible one. The flexible method uses two criteria to determine the absence of awareness in memorizing. First, the non-intentional, i.e. incidental, nature of memorization upon exposure: the receiver does not explicitly intend to learn and memorize information related to a brand. The experiment procedure and instructions must prevent intentional memorization. Secondly, when measuring the memory effects, the researcher should apply post-experiment questions to make sure that the subject is unable to report, verbally and correctly, the memorized traces under study and which are supposed non-conscious [98]. According to the flexible method, tests checking the non-conscious nature of memorization are usually applied after the recovery, judgment or decision-making stage with respect to a brand. In the case of research into the persistence of effects, it can be done several days after the exposure.

**1. Refer to awareness definition and the two thresholds of Cheesman and Merikle [10].**

**2. Rigorously check the non-conscious nature by adopting up a four-step procedure:**

1. Conceptually dissociate conscious from non-conscious processing through an operational measure of unawareness.
2. Use by this measure to show that the considered stimulus is below the subjective threshold.
3. Highlight the presence of non-conscious processing and effects via a second measure (dependent variables measure).
4. Study non-conscious processing and effects according to an experimental design.

**3. Associate a set of unawareness control criteria:**

1. Control via direct measures, whenever possible: verbalization and/or psycho-sensorial techniques (e.g. eye-tracking).
2. Control via post-hoc verbal measures as soon as possible after exposure, in order to check:
   a) the absence of experiment-demand awareness;
   b) the absence of perception awareness, either by means of a post-experiment recall questionnaire while giving progressive cues, or if possible, by testing subliminal stimulus recognition.
3. Do check-ups for each subject in view of inter-subject variability.

**4. Conduct research specific to marketing communication and closer to everyday life conditions, on:**

1. Visual or auditory perception of a brand appearing in the central section of the sensorial field, though non-detectable in focused-attention mode (e.g. distant vision of a brand).
2. Non-conscious processing and effects of a brand displayed in the peripheral visual field.
3. Non-conscious processing and effects of a brand explicitly present in the auditory field (radio in dichotic listening) or in the central visual field, though non-perceived through lack of attention.

**Table 1: Recommendations to enhance the theoretical and ecological validity of methodologies tackling non-conscious perception in marketing communication**

awareness of the researcher’s demand; 2) their awareness of stimuli association [57] be separately tested. A technique consists in giving them progressive cues. Individuals are asked to give honest answers to questions relating to their awareness of the experiment purpose and of the stimuli association, via general questions first (for instance “summarize below what you believe was the purpose of the study?”), to then gradually move to more specific ones (“have you noticed if the brand displayed a particular feature?”). Whenever possible, recognition tests should be preferred to recall tests: the subject is asked if he is able to identify, within a displayed set, the associated stimuli. Subjects are then divided into different groups according to their awareness capability.

In order to improve the theoretical validity of memorization unawareness tests, Tulving’s theory [98] should be definitely be taken into account. This theory devises a way of distinguishing between items coming under the scope of awareness and of unawareness, by associating autonoetic awareness with autobiographical memory, and noetic awareness with semantic memory. First, autonoetic awareness is linked to the recalling ability by mentally traveling in time in order to relive a memory within its context, i.e. to relive the experience together with the thoughts, feelings and perceptions experienced when “acquiring” the event. An individual does or does not have the capacity to recall, i.e. does or does not have autonoetic awareness. If he has noetic awareness, its level can be more or less high and is distributed along a continuum ranging from a mere impression of familiarity (of “déjà vu”, indicative of very weak autonoetic awareness) measurable via recognition or indirect tests [100], to very rich memories indicating very strong autonoetic awareness measurable by explicit recall tests.

Secondly, noetic awareness means being aware of knowing things about the world [101]. For example, an individual is able to explicitly give the true reasons underlying his cognitive or affective judgments about a brand, by actually specifying the attributes stored in his memory as a consequence of direct experience (his own) or indirect experience (from advertising or friends) of the brand. An individual does or does not have noetic awareness [102]. If he does, it is distributed along a continuum ranging from a mere impression of familiarity linked with conceptual fluency, measurable via recognition or indirect tests, to a high capacity to correctly allocate the grounds of his judgments, and to explain knowledge-related-attributes (measurable by explicit recall tests).

On the basis of Tulvings’s [98] theory, Vanhuele et al. [19] devised very strict criteria meant to check the non-conscious nature of processing. They study the effects of non-conscious perception, processing and memorization of banners advertised on the Internet, which include fictitious brands flashing in peripheral vision. While the subjects are reading a text, banners flash above it, in the peripheral visual field. During exposure, the visual attention is directly measured by a camera (eye-tracking): as soon as the subject initiates a sequence of eye-movements posing a risk of brand-perception, an IT application makes the banner vanish and replaces it with a filler banner. Besides this psycho-sensorial criterion used to check the lack of attention focused on the commercial, a second criterion is applied to measure the absence of autonoetic awareness: immediately after recording the subjects’ answers about the brands on the banners, the researchers make sure that subjects assert they have never seen those new brands before. The technique adopted consists in giving them increasingly accurate information to help them remember. Even in the presence of strong cues, subjects were not able to recall the spatial and temporal context of exposure. By asking subjects to explain their answers, a third control comes into play and establishes the absence of noetic awareness, by making sure that, when giving an answer, the subjects do not know the actual reasons (i.e. experimental exposure) which underlie their judgments of brands.

When experiments use fictitious brands, it is often difficult to define a measure of awareness on the basis of a measurement of brand recognition. For instance, exposure in non-conscious peripheral vision to a new brand may trigger automatic processing in the Perceptual Representation System [98], which stores the structural representation of a stimulus. When the test is applied and the memory is recovered, the PRS system generates perceptive fluency able to automatically give subjects the impression of having already seen the brand, while they do not necessarily have noetic or autonoetic awareness. Research into the temporal effects of mere exposures to new brands, perceived but forgotten [24,25] defines non-conscious effects by reference to autonoetic awareness linked to exposure. The absence of memory is checked by means of a post-experiment questionnaire or interview able to show that the individual is unable to recall, even in the presence of extremely helpful cues, the spatial and temporal context of exposure on the one hand, and the processing taking place during exposure on the other hand.

The research on the non-conscious effects related to emotional infusion by means of fictitious brands [73] often attempts to work out a frame defining the absence of autonoetic and noetic awareness in connection with exposure. At various levels of noetic awareness of exposure, measured by the memory recall technique, an individual is able to correctly explain the reasons underlying his judgment, saying, for instance, that the brand is high quality a) because he knows it is advertised (low noetic awareness, only recalling a generic exposure context); b) because it is advertised on television (moderate noetic awareness); c) because it was advertised on television, in a given commercial, surrounded by a given emotional context (strong noetic awareness that might produce a contrast effect). Thus, in the framework of experiments using fictitious brands, the individual who makes a judgment on the brand quality but is not able to state the explicit grounds of his judgment on data effectively appearing within the exposure context lacks noetic awareness (Table 2). It is then highly probable that he calls upon his implicit memory, and builds his judgment on conceptual fluency or on affective traces generated by emotional infusion.

**Improving the theoretical validity of dependent variables measures**

In recent years, research into the non-conscious influences of marketing communication have progressed due to the use of implicit measures in recording dependent variables [103-105]. Define implicit measures as ‘measurement methods that [106] (a) avoid requiring introspective access, (b) decrease the mental checking available to produce the response, (c) reduce the role of conscious intention, and (d) reduce the role of self-reflective, deliberative processes.” Subjects are unaware of what is being measured, unaware of how it is being measured, or unable to control their performance on the measure. We will start with a presentation of the main types of implicit measures developed by psychologists and used in a marketing communication context, then propose a couple of research perspectives able to improve their theoretical validity.
1. Refer to Tulving [98] concepts of autonoetic and noetic awareness and unawareness.

2. Select either a flexible or a strict approach of unawareness in memorization (and processing) depending on experiment targets.

3. Rigorously control unawareness by associating a number of criteria:

3.1 For the flexible approach:
   a) Set up a non-intentional memorization framework and check the absence of explicit incentives to supposedly non-conscious processing via specific experiment procedures and instructions;
   b) Check demand unawareness via a post-experiment recall questionnaire giving progressive cues;
   c) Check the incapacity of verbally and accurately reporting processing and memory traces supposed non-conscious, via a post-experiment recall questionnaire including general question(s);

3.2 For a strict approach, add the following criteria to the above-mentioned a), b) and c):
   d) Check, if possible directly, the non-conscious nature of processes via verbalization and/or psycho-sensory techniques during exposure;
   e) Check the incapacity of verbally and accurately reporting processing and memory traces supposed non-conscious, via a post-experiment recall questionnaire giving progressive cues;
   f) whenever possible, apply a post-experiment recognition test.

4. Conduct research specific to marketing communication under conditions closer to everyday life on:

4.1 Exposures to forgotten messages and their temporal effects, by checking autonoetic unawareness via a post-experiment recall questionnaire.

4.2 Non-conscious effects of emotional contexts, by measuring autonoetic and noetic unawareness via recall tests and specify the different levels of noetic awareness.

Table 2: Recommendations to enhance the theoretical and ecological validity of methodologies tackling non-conscious memorization (and processing) in marketing communication

From mere implicit measures to more sophisticated ones

Whilst in recent implicit measures the analysis of the response time to questions is computer-assisted, previous generation measures were mainly based on comparisons between the relative sensitivities of direct versus indirect verbal measures (an indirect measure does not concern what subjects believe). Using a first generation method, Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc [107] showed that, when first exposing subjects to a subliminal stimulus, and then to the same - this time explicit - stimulus in association with a previously unseen stimulus, the psychosis only reacts to the subliminal stimulus when the subject is asked indirect questions. When asked which stimulus they have previously exposed to (direct recognition test), the subjects will not recognize it. When asked which of the two stimuli they prefer (leading indirect test), they will pick the one subliminally perceived before. This serves to establish the presence of a non-conscious process and shows that an indirect measure is more sensitive than a direct one (wherefrom the conscious or non-conscious nature of the process is inferred, in our case recognition) for the same perceptual discrimination between two stimuli.

A second type of first generation method is the Process Dissociation Framework, which compares direct and indirect measures [108].

This method was applied to marketing by Holden and Vanhuele [22] and Shapiro and Krishnan [24]. According to Jacoby [108], a memory test does not engage a single recovery process, since automatic and controlled processes often operate in combination. The method is designed to separate, within the same task, the controlled processes (such as the conscious memory of an advertisement, originating in the explicit memory) from the automatic processes (such as the impression of familiarity with the brand, originating in the implicit memory). The dissociation framework combines, on the one hand, the results of an experimental situation where automatic and controlled processes operate in opposition, with the results of an experimental situation where both processes operate at the same time. Shapiro and Krishnan [24] showed that exposure to a brand in divided-attention mode does not impact on the impression of familiarity with a brand (due to an automatic recovery process in the implicit memory) recorded one week later, but has a negative impact on the explicit recall of a brand. However, Jacoby's framework, inasmuch as it has been applied, makes it possible to only study the memory effects of brand names in isolation, and not in association with other cognitive or affective representations. Last generation implicit measures allow the study of such memory associations.

A first type of last-generation implicit measures is priming [109]. Priming occurs when exposure to a stimulus influences how subject subsequently respond to the same or another stimulus. In long-term memory, priming refers to the activation of one concept by another. Using a technique derived from Dovidio's task of category inclusion [110], one week after the exposure, Courbet [25] asked subjects who did not remember having been exposed to fictitious brands to say, as quickly as possible, if the brands displayed had certain attributes (e.g., top of the range). The examination of response latencies makes it possible to infer the existence and the strength of the link, in memory, between the brands and the "top of the range" attribute. This implicit measure highlights the effects of exposure on brand judgments, while insufficiently sensitive explicit measures do not reveal any such effects. Priming techniques, still not enough used in marketing communication research, open up new perspectives in the study of cognitive and affective traces memorized after exposure to messages. It could be noticed that, when the memory representation of a brand only relates to the structural level, implicit measures identify the presence of perceptual fluency; provided that the brand is introduced to the subject through the same sensory modalities as in the previous exposure: if the exposure to a new brand used sound (radio advertisement), then it is a sound test that will show the effects of perceptual fluency [111]. Sensory constancy in introducing a stimulus is less essential if the fluency occurs at the conceptual level [112].

A second last-generation measure is the Implicit Association Test [113,6]. The computer-guided test requires that subjects pair two previously known concepts (for example "brand X" and "pleasant", or "brand X" and "unpleasant"). The more closely associated the two concepts are, the easier it is to respond to them as a single unit. So, if "brand X" and "pleasant" are strongly associated, it should be easier to respond faster when you are asked to give the same response to these two. If "brand X" and "pleasant" are not so strongly associated, it should be harder to respond fast when they are paired. The IAT gives a measure of how strongly associated the two types of concepts are. The more associated, the more rapidly you should be able to respond. Recently, Karpinski and Steinman [114] have proposed the single category implicit association test as a measure of implicit social cognition. The combination with a classical
attitude scale gives two types of measures for the same subject: an implicit attitude measure and an explicit attitude one. Trendel and Warlop [115] showed, by means of IAT that in the absence of social desirability bias, sponsorship in tennis may prove as efficient with cigarettes brands (type of product perceived as inadequate to tennis) as with camera brands (type of product perceived as adequate to tennis).

**Improving the theoretical validity of implicit measures**

Debates on the theoretical validity of IAT and more generally of implicit measures oppose two theories [105]. The theoretical debates are based on the examination of links between implicit and explicit measures, but these approaches give contradictory results.

The first theory explains that implicit and explicit measures of attitude quantify the same psychological construct. The implicit measure provided by IAT reduces the measure error by attenuating, even suppressing, and the effects of context-induced response changes, of subjects’ intentional faking and of demand awareness, which interfere with the construct measure when using explicit measures. When the consumer’s involvement with a product is weak [116] or when judgments do not draw on strategies relating to the respondent’s social image [117, 6], results show a strong correlation between implicit and explicit measures. Implicit measures of attitude would not therefore be contaminated by errors induced by the measure instrument. However, recent research has shown that it would be possible, under certain conditions, that subjects set up response strategies to IAT which change implicit scores [118] on the one hand, and that implicit measures get contaminated by context effects, for example by affect transfers, on the other hand [119].

The second theory explains that implicit measures quantify a construct other than the one dealt with by explicit measures [120,121] (Table 3). Thus, IAT can measure two independent constructs in memory, i.e. implicit and explicit attitude. These two types of attitude may sometimes be identical, and sometimes different. Wilson, Lindsey and Shoolder [121] explain that persuasive communication modifies explicit attitudes much easier than implicit ones.

Even if literature in psychology [106] contributes to a better understanding of IAT psychometric qualities, more ample research is needed to segregate one theory from the other and better explain the role of context factors in implicit measures. The stakes are high for both theorists and practitioners of marketing communication, since most of efficiency measures and effects used at present are explicit ones. Such measures risk underestimating the effects of commercials, of communication campaigns and advertising.

**A better insight into the links between attitudes (implicit and explicit) and behavior**

**Adjusting the MODE model [40] to marketing communication**

In marketing communication, the concept of attitude is mainly useful because it allows behavior prediction. Within an implicit social cognition context, the best known model linking attitude to behavior is the double process model (MODE), literally Motivation and Opportunity act as DEterminants of spontaneous versus deliberative attitude-to-behavior processes [123]. According to this model, attitude influences behavior via two types of processes operating either individually or in interaction. The first process is called “spontaneous” because it relies on a non-conscious automatic activation of pre-existing implicit and explicit attitudes. In the case of spontaneous processing, pre-existing attitudes can influence individuals’ perceptions, on one hand, and have a direct impact on their behavior on the other hand, with no conscious reasoning on their part. If the attitude with about a product is very accessible in memory, it can be automatically activated whenever the individual gets into contact with the product. In the case of a quick purchase and positive attitude, the product attraction will be higher. This is the case of most current consumer purchase. In this context, Fazio et al. [124] showed that attitude accessibility with respect to a low-involvement product is a variable that predicts behavior.

The second process is called “deliberative” and requires a certain motivation and capability to allocate attentional and cognitive resources to a detailed processing. The context must offer the subject with the opportunity (e.g. the time) to undertake such a processing. In a consumption context, this happens with highly-involving behaviors and important purchases. The evaluation of both the brand and the product would determine the behavioral intention and the behavior itself. In this case too, attitude accessibility predicts future behavior [125].

Even if the authors of the MODE model explain that in most social behaviors, spontaneous and deliberative processes are mixed up, the three types of models detailing the links between implicit and explicit attitudes on one hand, and behavior on the other hand are quite contradictory and do not directly concern marketing communication [126]. With respect to the first type, of the additive models, the two types of attitudes explain different segments of behavior variance. In one of the first research conducted in a marketing communication context, Maison et al. [116] showed that even when there is a positive correlation between implicit and explicit measures, each of them has an independent contribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propositions to enhance the theoretical validity of implicit measures</th>
<th>Implicit measures most frequently used in marketing communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implicit measures are measurement methods that</td>
<td>1. Better understanding measured constructs by studying the links between explicit and implicit measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Avoid requiring introspective access,</td>
<td>2. Better understanding error of measurement thanks to implicit measures: do they suppress context effects, intentional faking, demand awareness and social desirability?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Decrease the mental control available to produce the</td>
<td>3. Studying the influence of marketing communication variables on measured constructs via implicit and explicit tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>response,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Reduce the role of conscious intention,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Reduce the role of self-reflective, deliberative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>processes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-generation measures (non-computerized)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- indirect test [107]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Process Dissociation Framework [108]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second-generation measures (computerized)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Priming [104]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Implicit Association Test [122] and Single Category IAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[116]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Main implicit measures in marketing communication and propositions to enhance their theoretical validity
to a similar consumption behavior. As to the second type, of the interaction models, implicit and explicit attitudes interact in influencing behavior [126], study 1). Finally, for the third type, i.e. the double dissociation models, implicit attitudes predict spontaneous behaviors while explicit attitudes predict deliberative behaviors [126], study 2; [127]. In a marketing context, Friese et al. [128] show that people, whose explicit and implicit preferences regarding generic food products and well-known food brands were incongruent, were more likely to choose the implicitly preferred brand over the explicitly preferred one when choices were made under time pressure.

Three new research perspectives on attitude-to-behavior links

In future, it would be convenient to open up three perspectives of research specific to marketing communication, in order to improve models linking psychological constructs measured by implicit and explicit techniques to consumption behaviors. First, as it is likely that the three previous types of models explain different types of behavior, new research should be considered in order to differentiate amongst consumption behaviors on the basis of a taxonomy that does not only rely on a "spontaneous-to-deliberative behaviors" continuum. Indeed, in view of perceptual and conceptual fluency effects, it would be relevant to introduce contextual variables to discriminate between purchase behaviors where a previously-exposed individual has or does not have visual access to the brand when making his choice. Such a difference would provide a better understanding of the roles and consequences of fluencies in the purchase process.

Secondly, it would be useful to examine memory recovery circumstances while distinguishing between noetic and autonoetic unawareness. Then, non-conscious psychological processes and effects should be further investigated through the examination of the roles of factors specific to advertising, like humor or music, in purchase behavior (Table 4).

1. Apply MODE model [41] by refining "deliberative versus spontaneous" typology while introducing other behavior variables such as the presence versus the absence of a brand upon choosing. Study the relevance of additive, interaction and double dissociation models to different purchase behaviors. 2. Study the processing and effects of variables specific to a message (humor, music, ...) on purchase behaviors, by segregating noetic from autonoetic awareness [98]. 3. Enhance the predictive validity of implicit measures, by developing priming techniques with a better access than IAT to implicit semantic representations associated with a brand.

Table 4. Three research perspectives of the links between implicit attitude and behavior in a marketing communication context

For a given behavior, if the additive and interaction models are valid, predictive behavior measures should associate implicit and explicit measures. Even if, with IAT, implicit and explicit measures are positively correlated, each of them has an independent contribution to shaping behavior [116,6]. However, Poehlman et al. [129] show that, when there is an important dissociation between implicit and explicit measures, none of them, if taken individually, will have a strong predictive power. At a different level, implicit measures, more particularly the IAT, are even more relevant for and predictive of behavior when the response depends on the context, for instance when respondents must manage their self-image (when products or topics are highly involving, taboos or involve socially-deprecated stereotypes). In this case, implicit and explicit measures of behavior are not correlated [130]. Leaving their contradictions aside, these results mainly concern attitudes, i.e. affective evaluations.

The third perspective focuses on taking research into predictive validity further on, by means of priming, which provides access to a larger network of implicit semantic representations associated with a brand, than IAT.

Conclusion

The first objective of the article was to show that the theoretical framework of the implicit attitude makes it possible to clarify the field of research on "non-conscious effects". We have shown that four types of effects produce implicit attitude change: a) non-conscious perception of brands, b) low-attention and forgotten exposures, c) attitude conditioning, d) brand insertion into emotional contexts. Secondly, because the theoretical and methodological framework of the implicit attitude is well adapted to study these types of effects, we have shown that research on the implicit attitudes opens new perspectives to study the persuasion in a marketing communication context. The main challenge lies therefore in developing more sensitive methods, able to measure the advertising efficiency via implicit tests of an appropriate theoretical and predictive validity. From a certain point of view, we can consider that the present article gives some basis to the field called by some people, "neuromarketing".
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